
 
 

The IPG Virtual Spring Conference 
 

Tuesday 2 and Wednesday 3 June 2020 
 

PROGRAMME 
 
Tuesday 2 June 2020 
 
9am  Conference Opens 
  Explore our Conference platform and connect with top publishing  
  suppliers and service providers in our virtual exhibitors hall. 
 
9.50am Welcome 
  Martin Casimir, chair of the IPG and managing director of Maths – No 
  Problem!, introduces the Spring Conference. 
 
9.55am Minister’s Message 
  To kickstart the Conference we have a welcome message from  
  Graham Stuart, Parliamentary Under-Secretary of State at the  
  Department for International Trade. 
 
10am   Keynote: Content And Consumption Trends With Benedict Evans  
  Acclaimed technology and media analyst Benedict Evans gives his 
  take on content consumption and retail in a world transformed by digital 
  and the coronavirus crisis. With experience across the tech landscape 
  and a newsletter subscriber base of 140,000 people, he is well placed 
  to assess media and mobile trends and changes to consumer  
  engagement in these unprecedented times—and what they all mean 
  for publishers. 
 
10.30am Keynote: Publishing In 2020 With Rebecca Smart 
  Having spent well over a decade leading specialist publisher Osprey, 
  Rebecca Smart is now managing director of publishing of global non-
  fiction giant DK. In conversation with David and Charles’ James  
  Woollam, she explains how the pandemic has affected sales, the  
  supply chain and working practices, and what opportunities and  
  challenges now lie in store. She also discusses changing business  
  models including direct to consumer sales, and some of the things she 
  has learned in her experience across both indie and corporate sectors. 
 
11am  Break And Meet The Exhibitors 
  A half-hour pause from proceedings to grab a coffee and learn how our 
  Conference sponsors and exhibitors can make your business even  
  better.  
 



 
 

11.30am  Keynote: Bloomsbury And The Coronavirus Crisis With Nigel  
  Newton 
  Spring 2020 has seen publishers face up to the biggest challenges in 
  living memory. In this Conference keynote Nigel Newton, the founder 
  and chief executive of one of the UK’s biggest independents,  
  Bloomsbury, explains how his business has responded to the Covid-19 
  pandemic, how domestic and international demand is changing and 
  how staff and authors have been supported. In conversation with  
  experienced publisher and former IPG Chair Oliver Gadsby, he also 
  makes some forecasts for the future and discusses lessons to be  
  learned from times of crisis. 
 
12pm  How To Stay Productive  
  Every publishing team is challenged at the moment to stay connected 
  and adjust to changing working arrangements. Leadership expert Mark 
  Leruste returns to our Conference to show how businesses can stay 
  productive and optimistic in a market turned on its head. He will also 
  discuss how staff, whether employed or furloughed, can remain  
  connected and supported and hit the ground running when businesses 
  establish a new normal.  
 
12.30pm Lunch 
  We can’t provide the Spring Conference lunch catering this year—but 
  it’s still a great opportunity to connect with fellow delegates and our  
  virtual exhibitors. 
  
1.30pm  Breakout: Sell With Confidence In The Time Of Covid-19  
  Selling in to retailers is one of the most important jobs in publishing but 
  also one of the most daunting—and the lockdown has made it even 
  more challenging. Expert consultant Andrew Sauerwine leads  
  publishers through stages of the process including planning, pitching, 
  pricing and more, and advises on the key metrics to watch ahead of a 
  likely surge in publishing schedules in the autumn. 
 
OR  Breakout: Trading Rights In Difficult Times  
  Four experts come together to provide practical tips for optimising  
  rights business at a time of unprecedented disruption. We’ll have an 
  agent’s take on rights trading from Isobel Dixon of Blake Friedmann, 
  the current president of the Association of Authors' Agents. With wide 
  experience in contract and IP law, PLS’ Marjon Esfandiary has  
  quickfire, actionable advice for creating the best frameworks for rights 
  management, while Kogan Page’s Amy Joyner and Virtusales’ Kat 
  Coveyduck explain how systems can support publishers’ efforts. 
 
2.15pm  Breakout: The Changing World Of Trade Publishing  
  This breakout will explore the myriad of changes to the world of trade 
  publishing in the last couple of months, with the help of Will Atkinson 
  of Atlantic Books in conversation with Sarah Braybrooke. From the 
  closure of bookshops to supply chain disruption to new working  



 
 

  practices, they take a look at the trade’s responses and the shape of 
  things to come. 
 
OR  Breakout: The Changing World Of Academic Publishing 
  Vivian Berghahn of scholarly social sciences publisher Berghahn  
  Books joins the IPG’s Richard Fisher to review recent upheaval in  
  academic publishing and the communities it serves. They discuss  
  short-term issues including funding, student numbers and Open  
  Access, as well as impacts that could reverberate long after the  
  lockdown ends. 
 
OR   Breakout: The Changing World Of Children’s Publishing 
  How have the pandemic and lockdown affected children’s publishers? 
  Nosy Crow’s Tom Bonnick and Kate Wilson contemplate business 
  impacts and developments in reading, learning and book buying  
  behaviour, and explore how businesses like theirs can help children 
  and parents respond to these difficult times. 
 
OR   Breakout: The Changing World Of Professional Publishing 
  Jim Smith, one of professional publishing’s most experienced  
  independents and now chairman of Globe Law and Business, talks to 
  IPG chair Martin Casimir about how Covid-19 has affected his sector. 
  As well as assessing immediate damage to core markets, he looks  
  ahead to the future and considers how businesses can increase their 
  resilience for future challenges.    
 
2.45pm Break And Meet the Exhibitors 
  Our Conference supporters will be delighted to meet you to talk  
  publishing and business over a cup of tea or coffee. 
 
3.15pm  Breakout: Making A Noise In Audio  
  With publishers’ audio sales continuing to rise rapidly—not least during 
  the UK’s weeks of lockdown, as consumers explore new ways to  
  access content—we’ll be getting a guide to maximising revenues.  
  Carla Herbertson of Zebralution lays out the latest trends and  
  developments in the fast-growing streaming sector, while Miranda  
  West of the Do Book Company discusses her publisher’s experiences 
  with it so far. 
 
OR   Breakout: Agile Marketing In Lockdown 
  Consumers’ behaviour might be changing dramatically, but readers are 
  still hungry for content and eager to discover it online. Louise Dickens 
  and Alison Middle of Kogan Page team up to show how independents 
  can use their agility to respond to shifting habits, pivot marketing and 
  promotional strategies and make their books and digital resources as 
  visible as possible. 
 
3.45pm  Staying Safe And Staying Within The Law 
  This breakout explains what employers need to know about reopening 
  their offices and ensuring working arrangements keep staff safe, well 



 
 

  and productive. Jane Mann of Fox Williams LLP is our expert guide to 
  the very latest government guidance and the risk assessments, health 
  and safety policies and other documentation to be aware of. She also 
  considers how home-based, staggered or rotated arrangements might 
  change the way we all work in the future. 
 
4.15pm  Eco Engagement  
  With so much work to do on sustainability, how can publishers  
  establish their priorities? Paula Owen of Eco Action Games fires up 
  our thinking by hosting some fun, interactive games and activities,  
  all focused on identifying areas for improvement in office life, energy 
  consumption and much more. 
 
4.45pm  Conference Finishes For The Day 
  IPG chief executive Bridget Shine wraps up the first day and looks 
  forward to tomorrow’s second half of the Spring Conference. 
 
 
 
Wednesday 3 June 2020 
 
9am  Conference Opens 
  Log back on to our Conference platform and meet more of the superb
  publishing suppliers and service providers in our virtual exhibitors hall. 
 
9.55am Welcome 
  Martin Casimir, chair of the IPG and managing director of Maths – No 
  Problem!, welcomes us to the second day of the Spring Conference. 
 
10am   Keynote: Bookselling Beyond Lockdown With James Daunt 
  James Daunt, leader of Waterstones in the UK and Barnes & Noble in 
  the US, is always a popular speaker at IPG events, and he returns to 
  talk about bookselling in a time of retail and supply chain crisis. In  
  conversation with Boldwood Books’ Amanda Ridout he looks forward
  to how booksellers and publishers can kickstart their businesses after 
  lockdown, considers changes to consumer behaviour and discusses 
  long-term economic and cultural impacts. Fresh from parent company 
  Elliott Partners’ acquisition of Wordery, he explores the future balance 
  of bricks-and-mortar and online retail too. 
 
10.30am  Promoting Mental Health In The Workplace 
  With so many people now based at home and disconnected from  
  colleagues and routines, there’s an urgent need to engage with work-
  related mental health issues. Melissa Doman, M.A. has tips for  
  opening constructive conversations between staff and creating positive 
  working environments with wellbeing at their heart.  
 
11am  Break And Meet The Exhibitors 
  Half an hour to make a coffee and meet more of our Conference  
  sponsors and exhibitors. 



 
 

 
11.30am Breakout: Reimagining The Supply Chain  
  The book supply chain has been thrown into turmoil in recent months, 
  with the print, distribution, wholesale and retail sectors all massively 
  disrupted. In this session, Boldwood Books’ Amanda Ridout gets  
  views from three leaders across the supply chain: Ingram’s David  
  Taylor, the Booksellers Association’s Meryl Halls and The Paperback 
  Shop’s Caroline Summers. They each explore Covid-19’s immediate 
  impacts, its medium-term consequences for consumer behaviour and 
  the supply chain, and its longer-term significance for independent  
  publishers. 
 
OR  Breakout: Open Access, Policy and Publishing 
  How will the current UKRI plans for Open Access affect learned  
  societies and independent academic publishers in 2020 and beyond? 
  The IPG’s academic and policy correspondent Richard Fisher gets the 
  lowdown in two related sessions. First, UKRI’s Helen Snaith reviews 
  the OA policy landscape and discusses UKRI’s OA consultation. She 
  is followed by UCL’s Margot Finn, a leading OA expert, for the inside 
  track on proposed policy changes and the likely disruptions to  
  universities generated by the pandemic emergency. There will also be 
  the opportunity to join the debate and pose questions. 
 
12.30pm Lunch 
  A break from the sessions to get some lunch and check in with fellow 
  delegates and our virtual exhibitors. 
  
1.30pm  Using Data To Drive Sales  
  How can resource-strapped publishers translate consumer activity and 
  engagement into better book sales? Ingram Content Group’s Ruth  
  Jones outlines the most valuable sources of data, the best ways to  
  analyse them, and the steps to take to action the insights. She’ll also 
  be showing how Ingram’s data-focused solutions can help publishers 
  become sharper businesses.  
 
2pm   Breakout: View From The Agent 
  Renowned literary agent Jonny Geller joins IPG President Jonathan 
  Harris to share his perspective on the pandemic’s impact on the  
  agenting, writing, publishing and bookselling communities. He’ll also 
  have thoughts on opportunities for publishers and potential new  
  business models after lockdown, and consider how independents in 
  particular can use agility and innovation to succeed. 
 
OR  Breakout: Optimising Discoverability For Libraries 
  How can independent publishers make sure their content is   
  discoverable within the library environment and maximise sales and 
  usage? What is a MARC record and why does it matter? Answers to 
  these questions and more come in this session from ProQuest’s  
  Helene Stewart, focusing on Ex Libris’ Alma cloud library management 



 
 

  system, which is revolutionizing library resource management and  
  acquisition.  
 
2.30pm Break And Meet The Exhibitors 
  A final opportunity to chat with the Spring Conference supporters. 
 
3pm  Breakout: Coronavirus’ International Impacts 
  As the business impacts of the pandemic reverberate around the world, 
  this breakout gets views from a couple of publishing community  
  leaders: Michael Gordon-Smith of the Australian Publishers  
  Association and Peter Schoppert of the Singapore Book Publishers 
  Association. With insights into challenges and import issues in their  
  regions, they also set out some of the learnings to take forward. 
 
OR  Breakout: Starting Up In 2020 
  Creating a new publishing business is a rollercoaster ride at the best of 
  times—and the pandemic has presented unexpected extra challenges. 
  This breakout hears the stories of the people behind two recent  
  independent start-ups: Jenny Broom of Magic Cat Publishing and  
  Adrian Hobart of Hobeck Books. They tell us about the highs and lows 
  of their journeys so far, with lots to learn for anyone trying to start or 
  grow a business. 
 
3.30pm A Rousing Finale 
  An uplifting end to our Spring Conference, with a special guest to help 
  us raise the (virtual) roof! 
 
4pm  Conference Finishes 
 


